
Carl Schmidt Sohli 

Carl Schmidt Sohn™ Debuts GALAXY At This Year's International 

Home + Housewares Show in Chicago 

A Futuristic Take on a Traditional Stovetop Pressure Cooker 

AZUSA, CA (March 2, 2019)- Carl Schmidt SohnTM is pleased to announce the US market release of GALAXY 

at the 2019 International Home + Housewares Show, March 2-5, at McCormick Place in Chicago, Il. The 

GALAXY is a multi-use stovetop pressure cooker that includes truly stealth features such as a hidden steam 

valve and a cover with a concealed locking mechanism that reveals itself only when opened. The GALAXY 

stovetop pressure cooker will allow home cooks across the country to experience the benefits of cooking 

with a user-friendly stove top pressure cooker with a much shorter learning curve than its electric brethren. 

GALAXY is both practical and beautiful, thus winning the coveted IF Design Award in 2018.1 

GALAXY is a multi-use stovetop presser cooker that can handle a variety of cooking needs from steaming 

vegetables to sauteing your favorite dishes to perfection. The 6-liter stockpot is constructed from high 

quality stainless steel and suitable for all stovetops including induction, and it is dishwasher safe. The 

silicone cover holds the intelligence and the beauty of the cooker. It houses the central knob that is easy to 

adjust during the cooking process. There are two pressure level settings and an safety steam release valve. 

Plus, it comes in four stylish colors enriching the aesthetic of any kitchen, giving it a sleek, modern look. 

Product Features: 

1. Stainless steel stockpot with thermal induction base 

2. Cover interlocks in place with one simple rotation of knob 

3. Cover comes in four colors, white, black, red and pink 

4. Two pressure level system 

5. Stay-cool lid and knob 

6. Safety valve release steam 

7. Suitable for all stovetops, including induction 

8. Stockpot is dishwasher safe 

GALAXY Availability 

GALAXY will be made available for wholesale starting in 2019 with a suggested retail price of $199 after its 

debut at the 2019 International Home + Housewares Show in Chicago, Cook + Bakeware Booth #S4322. 

About CS Household Inc.: 

CS Household Inc. is a subsidiary of Linkfair International Inc., a stainless steel cookware manufacturer with 

factories in Guangdong, China. CS Household Inc. represents the u.S. sales business and distribution of the 

brands' Carl Schmidt Sohn™ and CS KOCHSYSTEME™ based out of Azusa, CA, where the brands are leveraged 

by its worldwide business affiliates to deliver authentic, relevant, and reliable cookware products. To learn 

more, visit carlschmidtsohn/us 
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